So, come on over and take a peek
at the World History Teacher’s Guide!
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A A cultural approach to world history is integrated

with Biblical and church history with readings about
ancient cultures up through modern cultures. Follow-up
assignments include written narrations, Book of Centuries,
various types of oral narrations, World History Journal
entries, and shared talking points.

B Independent history-based activities occur daily and
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E A Foreign Language option using the first

half of the Spanish Homeschool Curriculum Kit is
scheduled daily. Emphasis is on new vocabulary,
translation, conversation, Spanish grammar, and
listening to Spanish speakers.

F Three days in each unit emphasize health-

related topics from a Christian perspective using
Total Health. Follow up assignments point toward
range from interpreting maps to comparing primary
Scriptural principles as the moral basis for a healthy
source documents, from listening to re-enactments of
historical moments to writing opinions, and from taking mental, physical, and social lifestyle.
graphic organizer style notes to answering critical
G Bible is scheduled daily utilizing The Most
thinking questions.
Important Thing You’ll Ever Study: Old Testament Survey
C Daily readings from the “Living Library” correspond
which includes Scripture reading, reflection, study,
with the history readings, providing a glimpse of life
and questions. Memorization, prayer journal entries,
in different times and places from the past. A follow-up
and hymns are also scheduled. An unabridged
“Literary Synthesis Sheet” delves into character, setting,
Pilgrim’s Progress study is another scheduled part of
plot, conflict, theme, tone, and connections/conclusions.
the Bible credit.

D A course in Fine Arts offers Biblical insight into the
great art and artists of the ages. Narrative readings,
reflective notebook entries, short answer questions,
research and writing projects, Art Gallery Notebook
paintings, and projects in various mediums are
scheduled.

HELP: www.heartofdakota.com/board

H School of Tomorrow’s Biology (with anatomy)

course is scheduled for this year of science.
Follow up activity books, optional daily DVD
lessons with professional footage of animals and
plants, and complete labs performed on DVD are
also scheduled.

ORDERS: www.heartofdakota.com

I A daily literature study using

classic novels incorporates
introductory notes, annotation
practice, oral and written
narrations, Common Place Book
entries, guided Literature Journal
reflections, plot diagrams, and
thematic literary discussions with a
Biblical worldview.

J Grammar lessons using the

last half of Rod and Staff English
7 alternate with lessons from
Essentials in Writing. Research
paper instruction and expository,
persuasive, process analysis,
cause/effect, compare/contrast,
literary response, and 60-min.
college prep. essay instruction is
provided.

K Ideally students should be

ready for Geometry or Algebra II
or above. Recommended math
suggestions are provided in the
catalog and on our website.

PHONE: (605) 428-4068

